
Book Notes

Unjust by Design: Canada’s Administrative Justice System by Ron Ellis.
Vancouver: UBC Press, 2013. 388pp., $34.95 pb.

Unjust by Design: Canada’s Administrative Justice System offers a
critical examination of the Canadian administrative justice system and
calls for meaningful reform. This book is a must read for practitioners
and other persons interested in administrative law. Before delving
into a thoughtful and, at times, disparaging analysis, the author, Ron
Ellis, provides a brief overview of his qualifications and experiences.
In addition to being a law scholar, practitioner, and member of the
bar for fifty years, Ellis previously served as Director of Education for
the Law Society of Upper Canada, as CEO and Chair of Ontario’s
Workers Compensation Appeals Tribunal, and completed a doctorate in
administrative justice. Ellis is currently a professor at the Osgoode Hall
Law School. Weaving his extensive knowledge of the administrative
justice system with his bountiful personal experience in the field, Ellis
provides a somber yet insightful critique of Canada’s administrative
justice system. His experience provoked the creation of this book,
which he views as a personal report from the trenches.

For the purposes of the book, the myriad of actors that determine
statutory rights are divided into groups. The author’s principle focus
is on “executive branch administrative bodies,” which are more
commonly known as “judicial tribunals.” In Ellis’s view, judicial
tribunals are the core constituents of the administrative justice
system. They are the “executive branch, non-court judicial tribunals
whose principle statutory assignment is the exercise of judicial
functions.” Judicial tribunals are court-like, as they serve a rights-
determining function similar to, if not the same as, courts. The
author does a laudable job of synthesizing what judicial tribunals
do, why they matter, and why meaningful reform of the system is
necessary. Beginning with a gripping tale of the often profound
consequences tribunal decisions have on individual’s lives, the
author demonstrates that tribunal decisions can be life-altering for
the parties involved. As the author eloquently points out, an “appeal
denied” could mean “life denied.” 

Given the administrative judicial tribunals court-like function and
the significant role they play in our lives, such rights-determining
bodies should be apolitical and impartial. Ellis asserts that, though
the decisions tribunals make are critical and often judicial or quasi-
judicial in nature, the tribunals themselves woefully lack the
imperative characteristic of judicial independence. This lack of
independence is both pragmatic and conceptual in nature, and is not
confined to a handful of judicial tribunals; it permeates through many
facets of the system. The beginning chapters highlight examples of



the injustices ordinary citizens and tribunal members suffer at the
hands of politically biased, and even corrupt, tribunals. Ellis asserts
Canadian judicial tribunals do not meet the rule-of-law criteria of
impartiality and their competence cannot be relied on. Appointments,
reappointments, and refusal of reappointments to these so-called
courts of justice are more often than not arbitrary, meritless, partisan,
and tainted by cronyism. Ellis poignantly states that the “book is
about a national scandal, about Canada’s long tolerance of a system
of justice—the system of administrative justice—in which the rule of
law’s justice system requirements of structural independence and
impartiality are simply absent.” Ellis paints a bleak picture of the
Canadian administrative justice system and argues that the system is
in exceptional need of transformative reform.

After bringing the reader up-to-date on the current, woeful state of
the Canadian administrative justice system, Ellis offers the reader hope:
through meaningful, positive reform, the system may be salvageable.
He presents a bold proposal that offers Canadians the prospect of a
fair and independent regime for the adjudication of matters affecting
their rights. The solution, although optimistic, provides an elaborate
blueprint for restoring the rule of law to a broken system that operates
by way of a defective paradigm. The proposal is all-encompassing and
calls for extensive reform. The author explores a wide range of remedies,
from the creation of an omnibus judicial tribunal by a potential
administrative justice bill of rights, to terms of tenure, security of
tenure, and optimization of competence for tribunal adjudicators.
After reading his recommendations, Ellis anticipates readers will be
skeptical towards the possibility of reform. However, such radical
reforms have taken place in the past two decades. He uses examples
from Canada and the United Kingdom to bolster his argument that
radical reforms, such as those he proposed, can be implemented. For
Ellis, “it all comes down to the constitutional issue.” His law reform
proposal requires the Supreme Court of Canada to apply the
constitutional principle of judicial independence and impartiality to
judicial tribunals. However, as history illustrates, this may be easier
said than done. 

Unjust by Design demonstrates in no uncertain terms that there
is a problem with the Canadian administrative justice system. It
brings to the forefront a current, important, and pressing issue
that often escapes the public eye. Ellis provides an interesting and
compelling view of what the system currently is and what it could
become. He not only sheds light on defects, but also presents prudent
solutions. His proposal for reform has the potential to revamp, and
bring credibility, to a system that may currently offer justice only in
name. While not all will agree with the plausibility of Ellis’s proposed
reforms, the work is eminently readable, comprehensive, and thought
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provoking. His purpose for publishing the book is noble; he sought
to evoke serious debate about the executive branch’s administrative
justice system. However, as the book is not particularly targeted towards
the general public, any debate sparked will largely be in academia and
the legal profession. Nonetheless, the book is a valuable contribution
to the administrative law field and offers important insights which
will be crucial to improving and moving the administrative justice
system forward.

- Amarjot (Jo) Brar

Blocking Public Participation: The Use of Strategic Litigation to Silence
Political Expression by Byron Sheldrick. Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier
University Press, 2014. 170 pp., $29.99 pb.

Blocking Public Participation is an analysis of the prevalence and
use of strategic litigation against public participation, or “SLAPP
lawsuits.” Byron Sheldrick provides an introduction to these types
of lawsuits generally, as well as an analysis of the typical players. He
goes on to analyze and compare the similarities and differences
between American and Canadian jurisprudence and academic
interpretations of the concept. Finally, he provides his own analysis
of the phenomenon, a novel piece of research in the Canadian
context, and observes how SLAPP lawsuits operate in Canada;
noteably, how they are becoming a major part of parliamentary
and political discourse, what regulatory steps are being taken by the
government, and strategies victims of SLAPP lawsuits can implement
to minimize their damage.

The topic itself is both fascinating and crucial to any reader with
an interest in the balancing of democratic principles, governmental
processes, and the rule of law. Furthermore, his analysis provides
another example illustrating the lack of parity and access to justice in
our legal system. The introduction illustrates that SLAPP lawsuits are
a strategic tool most often launched by individuals, corporations or
politicians with a clear advantage over those named as defendants
in terms of capital and legal resources. These lawsuits are often
frivolous legal grievances grounded in torts such as defamation or
trespass. Plaintiffs in SLAPPs are interested in intimidating and
draining defendants financially through the expensive litigation
process itself rather than a legitimate legal claim.

The main goal of a SLAPP lawsuit is not to win recourse through
the legal system, but rather to discourage defendant groups from
frustrating the business or political goals of the plaintiff. Tragically,
the acts for which defendants are sued are often legal, however,
because of the expenses incurred throughout the process, they are
defeated in the larger political arena regardless of their guilt.
Furthermore, because SLAPP lawsuits are available only to those who
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hold disproportionate power, they are primarily used to silence small,
grassroots movements before they can make any political impact or
expression. 

Sheldrick’s argument is founded on the principle that SLAPP
lawsuits are an abuse of power, done to circumvent political expression,
which is constitutionally protected through the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. Rather than sympathizing with specific defendants,
this argument illustrates a larger problem: why are we allowing our
justice system to be used as a tool to systematically stamp out innocent
acts of political expression?

The majority of Canadian cases referenced in the analysis are
valid examples of SLAPP lawsuits; however, Sheldrick’s argument is
weakened by the inclusion of certain cases that were won by the
corporate plaintiff. For example, the author cites Mainstream Canada
v. Staniford to illustrate an unjust use of SLAPP lawsuits by a large
corporate salmon farming entity. The action was dismissed at the
BCSC; however, this decision was overturned by the BCCA and
damages found in favour of the so-called SLAPP plaintiff. The thesis
of the book is not to simply protect underfunded defendants but is
instead aimed at the protection of political expression against an
abuse of process. Sheldrick’s analysis, however, falls off track at points
and defaults to a conceptualization of the problem in terms of David
vs. Goliath, arguing that simply because the players involved are
unequal in terms of resources, it must be a SLAPP. However, such
derailments are the exception and not the rule; Sheldrick does, for the
most part, remain on point with his analysis.

Sheldrick also includes an analysis of Canadian judicial treatment
of the SLAPP phenomenon by reporting a collection of judgments
that have recognized a SLAPP judgment and the various ways the
judiciary treats the plaintiff’s behaviour. The majority of the case law
is treated correctly and within the cases there are several troubling
instances of SLAPP involving politicians highlighted. The discussion
of the Cadman Affair is an exceptional demonstration that SLAPP
lawsuits can not only silence politicians on an issue, but can also
force them to make statements against their will. 

The book canvases current regulation relating to frivolous lawsuits,
such as rules of civil procedure. None of these effectively regulate
SLAPPs because as long as an action reaches trial, the SLAPP has
succeeded. Lawsuits must be more frivolous than the typical SLAPP
to be caught by the current regulatory check stops.

The author then proceeds to highlight various attempts to pass
anti-SLAPP legislation in Canada. This section of the book provides
an excellent overview of the struggle various jurisdictions have faced
by attempting, and largely failing, to put anti-SLAPP legislation in
place. Although they have yet to come to fruition, the author advocates
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most strongly for the reformation attempts in Ontario, which focus
on limiting the legal expenses and intimidation factors involved in
the process. The recommendations of the panel included, among
other things, shifting both the onus and burden of proof in bringing
an action to trial in tort in order to make it more difficult for plaintiffs
to push frivolous lawsuits to trial. These recommendations have been
supported by the Ontario Bar Association but have yet to be put into
law; the author is hopeful that these proposed changes will be realized.

Other than the overview of the concept of SLAPPs, Sheldrick’s
discussion of possible legislative regimes described above is probably
the most useful part of the book to those involved in the legal
profession. His analysis on the subject is practical in two ways: first,
it provides the perspective of a non-legal academic on the issue and
therefore his bias is toward upholding democracy and ideals of free
speech, rather than protecting individuals’ right to legal recourse or
the power of the courts. This perspective is important to keep in mind
when dealing with legal reform, as the law impacts those without a
formal legal education as much as it does those who do. Second, his
analysis persuasively suggests that there is public and political support
for these types of reforms; therefore, they are likely to become law in
most Canadian jurisdictions. That being the case, his analysis provides
a starting point for what this legislation may, or should, look like.

Overall, Blocking Public Participation, is a well-organized book
discussing the phenomenon of SLAPP litigation and the various
dangers it poses. A highlight of the book is its persuasive argument
that our legal system is occasionally used to limit expression that is
wholly legal, a topic that should be disturbing to any legal professional.
Furthermore, Sheldrick’s analysis of the various legislative regimes
proposed in Canada and the United States provides an opportunity
to examine possibilities of how to limit SLAPP lawsuits without
unjustly limiting the rights of individuals and corporations to pursue
reparations through the legal system. Finally, Sheldrick’s perspective
as a political scientist, rather than legal scholar, makes this book
particularly vital for legal professionals, as his reservations toward the
justice system are ones felt by much of the general public, from
which legal professionals can sometimes be disconnected.

- John Fast

The Strategic Constitution by Irvin Studin. Vancouver: UBC Press, 2014.
284 pp., $32.95 pb.

In his 2014 book The Strategic Constitution: Understanding
Canadian Power in the World, Irvin Studin suggests a third approach to
Canada’s constitution: a “strategic” one. Instead of focusing on the
domestically-tuned division of powers and Charter of Rights and Freedoms
analyses, which he terms “astrategic”, Studin evaluates what powers
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and limitations the Constitution grants the federal government to
project power in the world. He argues that despite its astrategic orgins
and judicial interpretation, which have not considered strategic
capacity as a constitutional objective, Canada has a flexible
constitution that equips the federal government with a significant
amount of authority to pursue its foreign policy goals.

Studin divides his argument into two parts. In Part I, he builds the
conceptual framework for analyzing Canada’s strategic authority. It
begins with an explanation of what is meant by strategic power and
then conducts what Studin terms a “strategic audit” of the provisions
of the Canadian constitution. In order to do so, he divides foreign
policy into seven areas: diplomacy; military; government or executive;
natural resource and food; national economic might; communications;
and population. In each of these chapters, Studin exhaustively
examines the impact of each relevant section of the Constitution Acts,
1867 and 1982.

In Part II, Studin takes the conceptual framework of Part I and
applies it to four different situations that call for the use of Canada’s
strategic power. These case studies are wide ranging, from a shift in
Canada’s region of focus on the international stage to bona fide war.
Through their use, Studin is able to bring attention to how Canada’s
constitution operates to both empower and constrain the federal
government’s capacity to achieve its foreign policy goals. 

To most readers, whether constitutional scholars or not, The
Strategic Constitution will be a thought provoking read. Studin presents
a novel lens for analyzing Canada’s constitution, which aptly combines
the fields of foreign policy and constitutional analysis in a manner
that leaves the reader asking why this book was not written earlier
in Canada’s nearly 150-year history. Though other works might be
criticized for the level of description found in The Strategic
Constitution, in this case it is justified. Studin is attempting to
establish a new realm of constitutional analysis, which necessitates
an exhaustive review of how each provision of the Constitution is
tied to Ottawa’s foreign policy capacity. 

That is not to say that Studin does not provide some compelling
points of analysis. His discussion of how Smith v. Canada and Canada
v. Khadr have the potential to erode the Executive’s policy discretion
through the applications of administrative law and Canada’s
international obligations respectively is particularly notable. Studin
also expands on the well-known constraint on the federal government’s
treaty-making power. Although Ottawa can negotiate and sign
treaties through the royal prerogative, provisions that fall within the
provinces’ heads of power need to be implemented by provincial
legislation. Studin adds that this could be problematic in the case of
military defeat. Provincial refusal to implement or later abide by the
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terms of a surrender or cessation treaty could at best leave the federal
government liable for breaches, and at worst restart the war.

Throughout the book, Studin makes the impact of the
Constitution’s astrategic origins and the lack of judicial consideration
of strategy clear. At Confederation, Canada didn’t have constitutional
authority to conduct itself on the international state; foreign policy
rested not in Ottawa but in London. Despite the Statute of Westminster
and Canada’s coming of age on the international stage in the Second
World War, the Constitution does not contain an explicit grant of
foreign policy jurisdiction. 

Readers, including those who consider themselves familiar with
Canada’s constitutional documents, will find themselves repeatedly
referring to their text as Studin examines section after section that
has received very little attention from the judiciary and constitutional
scholars to date. One gets the sense that Studin is gleeful each time
he lists a section that grants the federal government more power to
pursue its foreign policy goals and distraught whenever a provincial
power or judicial ruling constrains it.

At times, Studin’s foreign policy area methodology can frustrate
the reader. The “strategic audit” of Studin’s seven areas of strategy
shows that the same constitutional provisions impact many of these
areas. This causes a notable amount of repetition between chapters
and the problem is compounded in the case studies. Though at times
Studin refers the reader back to where the provision was first discussed,
this is not a wholly satisfying solution. At other points he simply
replicates the analysis and forces the reader to revisit what he or she
is already familiar with. 

Although the goal of Studin’s analysis is on the potential foreign
policy capacity authorized by the Constitution, his study is primarily
domestic in scope. It is an inquiry into which powers the federal
government has and how the provinces’ powers constrain its ability
to act. The shortcoming of this analysis is that it does not provide
the reader with a sense of the most important aspect of a state’s
capacity—its position relative other states. Studin does make some
comparisons, notably on trade and commerce, the criminal law
power, and the inclusion of an explicit foreign policy power in a
state’s constitution, but the reader would leave the book with a better
understanding of Canada’s strategic capacity if it commented on
whether Canada’s constitution provides significantly more or less
strategic capacity that the constitutions of other states.

In closing, The Strategic Constitution provides a strong basis for
establishing a new realm of constitutional analysis. Studin’s argument
that Canada’s constitution is flexible in its grant of strategic authority
to the federal government is compelling. The book should be looked
at not as an authoritative answer on the topic, but rather as an
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effective starting point for additional scholarly work. The field needs
additional academic work that develops the concepts in The Strategic
Constitution and provides more comparison between the strategic
capacity of Canada and other states, particularly other federations.

- David P. Konkin

Transforming Law’s Family: The Legal Recognition of Planned Lesbian
Motherhood by Fiona Kelly. Vancouver: UBC Press, 2011. 213 pp.,
$29.95 pb.

In Transforming Law’s Family: The Legal Recognition of Planned
Lesbian Motherhood, author Fiona Kelly delivers a thought-provoking
account of the social institution of the family and challenges the
adequacy of legal mechanisms to adapt to the ever-increasing pace of
changes within. Kelly’s work addresses the increasing prevalence of
planned lesbian families and examines the legal quandaries that
these families encounter in the face of a law that privileges the
heterosexual nuclear family formation. Kelly argues that the unique
nature of lesbian families situates them beyond the boundaries of the
current legal framework. Despite the significant increase in planned
lesbian motherhood that has arisen in Canada since the turn of the
century, lesbian mothers remain “legal outsiders;” plagued with legal
uncertainty on account of their preclusion from Canadian parentage
laws and largely left to battle their way through litigation in order to
secure the rights to their children. Law reform is urgently needed,
Kelly argues, to extend to lesbian mothers the legal voice to which
constitutional guarantees demand they are entitled.

Kelly cautions, however, against a premature arrival at conclusive
determinations as to the form that law reform initiatives must
take. Legal action that is grounded in a formal equality framework
may serve to overshadow crucial differences that exist between
lesbian and heterosexual parenthood. Research is needed, Kelly
suggests, to ensure that legislative reform is responsive to the unique
legal needs of the lesbian family. Specifically, Kelly advocates for a
thorough understanding of how lesbian mothers define their familial
relationships and whether these women deem the legal system
capable of meeting their needs within the current legal framework.
Before we legislate, we must understand; Kelly seeks to foster this
comprehension. 

In recognizing that the momentum behind law reform is
strongest when fueled by the voices of the disadvantaged, Kelly
engages the subjective experiences of lesbian women to both inform
and convey her research efforts. Kelly acquires a sample selection of
forty-nine mothers (thirty-six families) who reside within a two
hundred kilometer geographical range of Vancouver, Edmonton, or
Calgary. Between February and October 2005, thirty-six semi-structured
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dialogical interviews were conducted. Kelly’s interview approach
defined and pursued two distinct subject areas. Kelly sought to first
comprehend the conceptual nature of relationships within the planned
lesbian family; she thereafter sought to acquire a proposed model of
law reform as advocated for by study participants. Through these
interviews, Kelly demonstrates the law’s ignorance as to the reality of
the planned lesbian family and the resulting needs thereof. Kelly
examines the impact and effects of a life lived beyond the boundaries
of law. Finally, Kelly uses the voices of study participants to advocate
for law reform rooted within a substantial equality framework. 

The success of Kelly’s work can be observed in her effort to refocus
the metaphorical lens through which progress has been viewed. Kelly
confronts the current tendency of individuals—advocates of the
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgendered/Intersexed/Queer (LGBTIQ)
community included—to view the relationship between LGBTIQ
rights and the law through rose-colored glasses. Indeed, as Kelly
acknowledges, there is a sound basis for such perspective; lesbians
and gay men have successfully petitioned for legal recognition in a
vast range of areas, the most significant triumph having been
achieved through the federal implementation of same-sex marriage
laws in 2005. As such, there is a general perception that the
transformation of legal processes has paralleled the transformation
of social processes. Kelly’s enthusiasm towards such progress,
however, is noticeably muted. Kelly points out that the extension of
legal rights to members of the LGBTIQ community has largely been
accomplished through a formal equality framework, whereby gay
men and lesbian women achieve legal recognition through the
promotion of similarities that exist between heterosexual and
same-sex unions. She is critical towards the effect that assimilation
tendencies have on the perpetuation of “hierarchies, inequalities, and
oppressions that characterize traditional family ideology.” More
specifically, she expresses concern over the ideological norms,
informed by the heterosexual nuclear family, that govern the existing
family law framework. Kelly points out that while the law has
been somewhat receptive to acknowledging those same-sex families
who fit within the mold of the nuclear family, there is a palpable
resistance to the extension of legal recognition to same-sex families
that vary from this ideal. By accentuating the distinction between
formal equality and substantial equality frameworks, Kelly re-situates
our understanding of the same-sex family in relationship to the law.

A further success of Kelly’s work emanates from the diligence
with which she interweaves social fact with subjective reality in her
quest for a substantive equality approach to reform in parentage laws.
Throughout Transforming Law’s Family, the reader is not only placed
in the privileged position of learning from the research of a renowned
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family law scholar but is given the opportunity to fully internalize the
first-hand effects of current legal processes through the experiences of
lesbian mothers. Kelly simultaneously conveys both the reality of
family law and a story of the lesbian mother, allowing each narrative
to support the other in establishing the inadequacies of the current
regime. The reader, upon completion of Kelly’s work, obtains both a
comprehensive understanding of the legal mechanisms that underlie
topical issues within family law as well as an appreciation of the effect
they have on the lives of lesbian mothers. Moreover, beyond merely
employing such narratives to establish the need for change, Kelly
extends her analysis beyond the defective towards the prospective,
using the narratives to inform a comprehensive law reform proposal.
This technique has the effect of transporting the reader from “what’s
wrong” to “what’s next,” encouraging critical engagement with
future law reform initiatives. 

Transforming Law’s Family is a revolutionary piece of work, using
the voices of the few to challenge the consensus of the many. Because
the backwards-looking nature of law inevitably maintains a preference
for the status quo, changing social processes have the ability to render
existing legal mechanisms irrelevant. In the face of traditional legal
ideology, emerging minority populations are forced to choose
between assimilation or exclusion; the message law sends is “play our
game or get off the field.” Kelly’s work confronts the unjust nature of
law’s formal equality framework as it applies to family law. Upon
doing so, she provides the foundation from which a substantial
equality regime may be pursued. Through scholars such as Kelly,
readers become engaged with the intersection between ideology and
reality and the legal implications that befall a society when norms fail
to be responsive to the social circumstances within which they exist.

- Jenna Moore

On Being Here To Stay: Treaties and Aboriginal Rights in Canada by
Michael Asch. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014. 217 pp.,
$24.95 pb. 

In his book, On Being Here to Stay: Treaties and Aboriginal Rights in
Canada, Michael Asch asks “[w]hat, beyond the fact that we have the
numbers and the power to insist on it, authorizes our being here to
stay?” While examining the history of Canada and its relationships
with the Indigenous peoples of Canada, Asch builds his argument
that the path the Supreme Court of Canada has encouraged us to
take—that Aboriginal rights must come second to the sovereignty of
the Crown—is misguided. Furthermore, he argues that the negotiations
behind the “cede and surrender” provisions in the numbered treaties
did not indicate that the Indigenous peoples of Canada intended to
dispossess their land and yield it to the Crown. The principle that it
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is legally and morally wrong to move onto lands belonging to others
without their permission underlies the author’s reasoning throughout
the book. However, Asch also recognizes that, as former Chief Justice
Lamer summarized in Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, “we are here to
stay.” Therefore, we must consider alternatives to our current situation
and find a way forward that better respects the spirit and intent of the
treaties. 

The book begins by looking at the political relationship between
Canada and Indigenous peoples since the early 1970s, a time that the
author argues generated a precedent that remains in place today.
While overviewing the development of the definition of Aboriginal
rights in the courts, Asch explains how the dissenting opinion in
Calder v. Attorney General of British Columbia set the foundation for
Canada’s recognition that rights deriving from the pre-existence of
Indigenous societies have to be reconciled with the sovereignty of the
Crown. He subsequently discusses the position of the Government of
Canada that reconciliation would involve monetary compensation
for Indigenous peoples in exchange for the loss of their pre-existing
rights. Asch sets the tone for the rest of the book by criticising the
approach taken by Canada and the courts. The government position
asserts that Aboriginal rights are subordinate to the sovereignty of
Canada even though the Crown did not legitimately acquire it from
Indigenous peoples. 

In chapter three, Asch introduces five arguments put forward by
political scientist Tom Flanagan that indicate why we should ignore
the principle of “temporal priority,” which holds that those who
come first have rights in priority over those who come after. Asch
carefully dismantles each of Flanagan’s arguments and explains why
these counter arguments give him no reason to abandon his own
position that “temporal priority” should apply. It is then argued in
chapter four that the reasons advanced to justify power in respect of
Indigenous peoples are unconvincing, and that it is problematic for
the Crown to rely on its power to justify its legitimacy. 

The remaining chapters seek to discover what was actually agreed
upon in the treaties made with Indigenous peoples, and how to
implement relationships that better reflect those agreements. In
investigating the actual agreement in the treaties, Asch relies on a
transcript of a “Narrative of the Proceedings” kept by the commissioner
of the Crown who was in charge of the negotiations of Treaty 4. Asch
determines that the true agreement was that the Indigenous peoples
would share the land and form a “nation to nation” relationship with
the Crown. Furthermore, Asch stipulates that many Indigenous
peoples did not intend to cede their land to the Crown, and those
who did may not have done so voluntarily. Therefore, the modern
response shold be the invalidation of the “cede and surrender” treaty
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provisions. The author then provides new ways of looking at the
treaties with the “nation to nation” relationship in mind, which still
fit within contemporary Western political thought. For example, he
draws on anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss’s discussion in The
Elementary Structures of Kinship to liken the treaty relationship to a
marriage. Like a marriage, a treaty relationship is intended to grow
over time, and just as a marriage joins two families together, treaties
join two collectives together who then rely on each other to survive. 

Asch concludes by asking whether there is a way forward given
Canada’s history and the harm caused by failing to implement the
promises made in the historical treaties. The answer, Asch argues, is
to “keep our promises” and make good on the commitment to ensure
that our settling on the land would be beneficial to Canada’s
Indigenous peoples. 

On Being Here to Stay offers its readers a fresh perspective on treaty
relations. Michael Asch presents his arguments in a clear and concise
way, while providing sufficient background information so that any
reader, no matter their knowledge of the subject matter, can easily
follow the points he is trying to make. Although it is an easy read, the
book still manages to provide a detailed analysis of the historical
treaties and the relationship between the Government of Canada and
First Nations peoples. 

Despite the author presenting his arguments in an unrelenting
manner, he is not afraid to recognize and concede points that conflict
his position. Asch pulls from a multitude of different sources, and
considers multiple arguments contrary to his own. Although he
ultimately dismisses these arguments, Asch makes it clear that his goal
is not to silence opposing viewpoints and encourages his audience to
read the material themselves. 

On Being Here to Stay raises several interesting and essential
questions regarding the complex relationship between Indigenous
peoples and Canada. Academics, students, or anyone interested in
Aboriginal rights and Canadian history would find this book of
interest. Lawyers who practice Aboriginal law may find limited
benefit in this book as it has very little examination of jurisprudence
and does not attempt to delve into any legal analysis of the issues
raised by the author. However, those in the legal community might
still find On Being Here to Stay a thought-provoking read. Michael
Asch provides a different perspective on treaty relations not found in
most law-orientated texts, which may be refreshing to those who are
interested in broadening their knowledge in the area without a strict
focus on legal analysis. 

- Jon Ponath
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Married Women and the Law: Coverture in England and the Common Law
World edited by Tim Stretton & Krista J. Kesselring. Montreal: McGill-
Queen’s University Press, 2013. 282 pp., $32.95 pb.

Coverture was a common law doctrine that denied married
women a legal identity separate from their husbands. The doctrine
was based on the idea that upon marriage, the husband’s authority
and legal identity “covered” his wife’s such that she became a feme
covert and ceased to legally exist. The most notable consequence
resulting from coverture was the denial of property rights, namely:
the ability to control property; enter into contracts; create a will; or
bring a lawsuit without a husband. A complete lack of property rights
meant that all movable property, independently earned monies, and
even custody of children belonged to the husband. Coverture was a
concept unique to Britain and her territories; other European states
allowed spouses to hold property separately or share ownership of
communal goods. 

An interdisciplinary workshop held to discuss married women’s
rights and experiences as well as the factors that allowed prejudicial
legal rules to persist in different jurisdictions led to the collection of
essays that comprise Married Women and the Law. Since much of the
workshop discussion revolved around coverture, the book explores
the nature of how marriage affected women and how these legal
disabilities changed and persisted over five centuries and across
different continents. The varied academic backgrounds of the
contributors create a book accessible to many disciplines, including
readers of history, law, literature, economics, and women’s studies. 

Each essay offers new insight into the legal effects of marriage
and analyzes their development across different environments. This
examination spans from medieval times to the early nineteenth
century and includes the criminal, ecclesiastical, and civil courts. The
book also provides an exploration of how coverture influenced
matters that did not involve women, such as poor law, dramatic
works of playwrights, seventeenth-century maritime communities,
allegiance to the Crown, debt collection and bankruptcy, and slavery
law in the colonies.

In addition to covering a diverse range of issues, the collection
is also rich in the variety of sources employed to present various
arguments. The vast majority of the authors use primary documents
to advance their arguments. The opening essay by Sara M. Butler uses
medieval-era Year Books, a recorded series of dialogues between the
King’s justices and pleaders, to provide insight into judicial reasoning,
which in turn offers an indication of the barriers faced by married
women when they tried to achieve justice against their husbands.
Margaret R. Hunt’s work includes images of wills, powers of attorney,
and sailor tickets. The images are used to demonstrate how naval
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husbands overcame the legal disabilities created by coverture. By
providing their wives with the power to control property, the naval
husbands were able to ensure adequate provision for their families in
their absences. Danaya C. Wright, on the other hand, excerpts personal
letters and memoirs of married women to reveal their informal
resistance to coverture. Other primary materials used by the authors
include plays, pre-trial dispositions, and of course, case law. 

Secondary material is used to form the basis of Angela Fernandez’s
contribution, which analyzes the treatises of three American law-
book writers and law teachers—Tapping Reeve, Nathan Dane, and James
Kent—to describe how their views about marital unity influenced the
political world; coverture was rejected by Reeve and Dane but
endorsed by Kent. Fernandez is unique in using secondary material to
structure her arguments, while the other authors use secondary
sources to explain general concepts or describe the circumstances of
the era.

Author Natasha Korda uses literary analysis to establish the
ubiquitous presence of coverture in life during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Korda’s analysis includes Shakespeare’s Othello
and the Merry Wives of Windsor, Ben Jonson’s Epicoene, and Thomas
Middleton and Thomas Decker’s The Roaring Girl. Although disputes
regarding marital property were often the subject of plays at the time,
these literary works were chosen because domestic comedies and
tragedies offered insights into society’s perceptions of the potential
suspense and drama surrounding coverture.

Finally, authors Marisha Caswell and Lindsay Moore use
quantitative data to analyse the effect of marriage on women in
the courts. Caswell’s essay samples fifty-five pre-trial disposition files
to conclude that the perception of married women’s criminal
responsibility played only a limited role in theft-related offenses.
Her examination found that marital status was used to classify and
identify the accused rather than dictate criminal liability, which
focused instead on the behaviour of the accused. Moore uses data
from debt and estate litigation to compare women’s legal capabilities
across two different common-law jurisdictions: Maryland and London.
This comparative approach reveals that married women in England
were in a better legal position than their colonial counterparts due to
the availability of ecclesiastical courts in England, which did not
adopt the doctrine of coverture.

As a compilation of works across multiple disciplines, the book
only touches upon each topic associated with coverture. This allows
much room for a more in-depth analysis of each subject, an idea
acknowledged by the editors. Some of their suggestions for future
analysis include a comparative analysis to single women and the laws
that applied to them, since single women had a different set of rights
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and limits. The editors also suggest an evaluation of how different
legal traditions were adopted in the colonies and territories. For
example, Quebec and Louisiana inherited French legal regimes while
New York inherited Dutch traditions. 

The collection provides a number of fresh insights into how the
legal status of women has influenced civilization from allegiance to
literature, issues that do not naturally arise in the discussion of a legal
doctrine mainly concerning the right to own property. The wide
range of materials used by authors from a variety of disciplines is an
appropriate choice to present an analysis of coverture, which itself
has an impact on a diverse set of matters. The selection is also
suitable for its intended audience, as the different styles, arguments,
and subjects in relation to coverture result in a collection that is
accessible and appealing to a multitude of readers. The constant
changes in style also increase the appeal of the piece, because it
emphasizes the offering of many different viewpoints on the subject.
Although I did not have any prior interest in women’s history, the
book kept me engaged throughout and reflective afterwards. 

- Carolyn Wong
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